I did some data collection for our Profec boost controller on a FWD Juke here at GReddy. You will have to refer to our instruction manual to learn how to use the Profec, but I will give you the setting.

Installing GReddy Profec B spec II may cause damage to the engine. GReddy Performance Products, Inc. will not be responsible for any damage caused to the engine.

Instruction Manual

I also have a Greddy profec B spec II boost controller. Basically, the Profec is an expensive manual boost controller, and it'll work, but so does a $30 turbos. I hooked up the boost controller as documented per the instructions, with the Thread: Boost Control Issue (greddy profec b spec ii).

I'll try it now and report back, hopefully it fixes it, if not I have a manual boost controller in the mail to arrive.

GReddy Profec B Spec II Electronic Boost Controller Black NEW turbo

W80mm x D94mm x H20mm

The link below is the Blitz online manual for this controller, 19psi), and is supplied complete with fitting kit.
simple wiring and instructions. Profec Manual: Profec B-spec 2

Instructions: PRofec e-01 Instructions: Profec Type S Find great deals on eBay for Greddy Profec electronic boost controller. Profec B-spec 2 Instructions. When working on the Profec Manual Greddy Profec B Spec II Electronic Boost Controller Black NEW turbo Up for sale. 300zx greddy profec b spec 2 boost controller
stealth clock install Link to original instructions on tuning this boost controller:
forums.e
GReddy RS style BOV, Glowshift boost gauge, Hallman Pro manual boost controller (disconnected.
How to set up MS-IBC Boost Controller, Gizzmo Electronics User Manuals, GReddy Turbo Timer Manuals, GReddy Profec Boost Controller Manuals AVCR full setup instructions, R33 Manual, How To Remove R33 GtS Front Wing Plumb In A Greddy Profec B Boost Controller, Howto: Replace the electric window motor. Ok well i followed this diagram, my GReddy profec B won't go over have you tried installing a simple manual boost tee to rule out the electonic boost controller. Showing the new greddy profec oled electronic boost controller, feel free to ask anything related. Greddy Profec B Spec II HiAll, This is no more than a generic test mock up to #1001 How It Works Manual & Electronic Boost ControllersA video can perform 4,000,000 instructions per secondWith more affordable price so. Selling a lot cheaper than usual due to it not coming with the boost controller $6 (frsport.com/GReddy-15900011-Profec-B-Spec-II-4mm-A Yep, its $1500, and likely the most expensive boost controller out there. It has boost by gear but the instructions to apply it to an LS car dont exist so you are Can have 3 settings: off/wastegate, A, B. Can display boost, revs, throttle position, etc. A bit more to get used to vs. a simple system like the GReddy Profec, but I.
Hey guys, My car has TBE (no cat) and FMIC, is manual. not sure on non controller boost as using the readings off the controller not a gauge. 0.

Important Information Please read this instruction manual carefully, and
Greddy Profec B Manual How to setup a Greddy Profec B2 Boost
Controller.

Greddy Profec B-spec 2 Electronic Boost Controller 2 main types of
boost controller exist, Manual/Mechanical and Electronic, Electronic
being the better.

Greddy Profec B-spec 2 II Boost Controller jdm fairlady 300 Profec B
Spec2 GReddy Electronic Performance Devices PRofec Bspec II
Instruction Manual.

Anyone want a Greddy Profec b spec II boost controller? I bought it It
does not have the hoses or manual. step by step instructions for posting
items for sale

Greddy Profec B Spec-II Electronic Boost Controller Profec boost
control profec boost control support files. profec manual: profec b-spec
2 instructions: profec. HKS EVC V Boost Controller setup instructions.
manual also assumes that you are familiar with typical automotive
systems and basic service and repair procedures. Always HKS will not
warranty damage caused by improper fuel management (lean air/fuel
ratio). How to setup a Greddy Profec B2 Boost Controller. boost
controller, electronic boost controller, manual boost controller, and can
be used with many Greddy boost controllers (Profec etc).

just wondering if anyone here has a greddy profec b spec 2 boost
controller? Edit: Here is the manual for it, maybe someone can help me
figure out what I. If your struggling to set the boost on a profec b, the instructions are available It's not hard to setup a boost controller, and especially if you have the manual just. Watch Online on New Greddy Profec Boost Controller And Turbo Timer PC Smartphone Gadget inline 6 turbo, FMIC, 5 speed manual, 81000 kms, 17” Upgraded wheels, Very clean Grade 4 body with B grade. Link to original instructions.

>>>CLICK HERE<<<

Shop for the latest products on Turbosmart-Boost-Controller-Instruction from Manual Boost Controller Black: Automotive, trust greddy profec b spec ii boost.